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About This Game

The Kingdom of Oukoku is threatened by the spicy influence of General Tso. Citizens have placed their hope in a small knight
who fits the requirements of ancient legends. Which path will the Chibi Knight choose... the path to the mysterious Island of
Mahou to learn spells from its sorcerers or the path to the Beastmaster mountains to summon and ride an array of ferocious

animals? Your choice will determine Oukoku's fate!

Super Chibi Knight is an action adventure platformer with RPG elements. It was made by 33 year-old Dad and 8-year-old
Daughter team PestoForce. The cute and colorful art and animation brings to life a rich world with a deep history and many
secrets. Your in-game choices will determine your specialty, Sorcerer or Beastmaster, each affecting the course of the game.

Do you have what it takes to reach the dastardly General Tso and stop him from taking over the world?
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I purchased this game when it was on sale. I'm torn on whether I was happy or sad that I did. The gameplay is fun and fast
paced. Some of the boss fights feel a bit cheesy. Most enemies are invulnerable to damage when they are attacking. There are
two different paths a player can take and one of them feels so much easier than the other that it's not even funny.

That aside, I see this game took some inspiration from Zelda 2 and Contra. The sound effects were OK. Keep in mind that the
main character was voiced by an 8 year old. It was fun and cute at first, but on the second playthrough it was really getting on
my nerves.

Felt like there were some glitches with the quest markers showing up when I couldn't finish certain quests.

Some of the levels had what felt like a crazy amount of instant death spikes.. Looking for a bite sized (3-5 hour) cute, simple
Action RPG with colorful graphics and nice music? Look no further. This is a really fun game! I hope they make a sequel.

. warning: may include spoilers

i remember playing the first game a long time ago and i really liked it so then i found a sequel and thought, "i have to get this
game". then i got it and it took a while to download, but it really wasn't much time to download so i thought that it would be a
small game. then i saw the intro and thought that it would be a good game.

well I cant change my gender, guess i'm done for.

then I kill a pile of trash. (but did i really have to?)

later I'm outside and I kill some giant wasps in few seconds and apparently that was supposed to be hard.

i kill some more guys and end up with some 3 orb things and i go to some well and find some random floating thing and he says
something like "hey dude thanks for the orbs kbye" and he flys away and gives me a giant bag and i think that im TOTALLY
gonna use the xp cause the enemies are so easy in this game

then i go into a desert and kill some sand worm thing

then i kill guys in a forest and put some guys lamp bright again.

then i eventually go to a desert and find some super slash thingy that you can use to fire a beam thing that would be TOTALLY
useful

then i go in a pit and do some thing with a lever by using the beam to reach it

a door opens and i go through it and about 30 seconds later im fighting a boss

i kill it with rocks
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then i get a kid and i bring him home and realise i was only just doing a quest

i go in the desert again and then go through a red cave

then i kill some yellow orc and get his blood, god i wasn't expecting that

i get a keycard and go in some spaceship and a snake puts the key card in

then eventually after the same annoying as hell enemies i get to some room filled with stuff in jars

i break a jar cause i hate everything in this world

then a flying wombat comes out and craps every where

the same thing happens with the orc, i kill it and it turns into jelly and i take its blood

then i get some dust on my sword and help some drunk guy with the blood

i use the dust to cut down some rocks and go into a temple

i kill everything and i also kill a guardian at some point and free birds and kill them 5 seconds later and be a horrible person and
take their eggs (i feel bad cause i read the secret diary)

then i go past a door and a huge eagle takes me to some edgy island with dragons

eventually i go and fight a thing and i get a chicken

then i fight another thing and i get something else but i think it was the buffalo thing

i talk to some cool kids and they give me some edgy rhino

then i have to get medicine and its really boring and this person isn't even sick

they are instantly better when they drink out of the dirty bucket which makes no sense and i go through some rocks on my edgy
rhino and i find some purple dragon and i free it and explode it with my beam and ride it away

then i get some fruit to put in a medicine

i have to go on my most epic quest in the whole game just to get a carrot, some water, salt, a bucket and some sacred fruit that
grows probably every century/millenium but they don't care, their daughter has a cold and you have to help them. it would not
be nice medicine and i think it would actually make you more sick due because you mixed SO many things together and its just,
ew

then they have the medicine and are instantly better

i find a vault and look up the code to get in and i find the code online and type it in

i get a crap ton of xp

then i get some jump skill thing

some time soon i break a door with my dragon and my hometown is destroyed

yay i love this sight everybody is DEAD (or they are probably hiding in the pit)
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hiding from the FAT BIRDS!

the bird somehow came back to live and are edgy as hell

the only hard enemies in the game i am facing right now

i rk them and go in the final area

later i fly over a bridge

i get to my final boss and all the guys aren't dead and they came cuz i did they're quests and they rk the boss's health

i eventually get on the point and its really freaking boring because they only have 5 attacks and spam them in the same order
over and over until eventually i kill it

when i thought it was over i had to go in his mouth

i eventually fight his heart

wow that was easy

then i get vomited out of him

the end

this game is pretty good and it's nice to have a trip back to the original "chibi knight" flash game. replaying it to find new secrets
and getting all the achievements can be fun from time to time. i definetly recommend this game if you like 2d rpg's. One of the
best games I've played in the last few years.

Not only is it an impressive feat of Father Daughter Game Dev, it's got tonnes of classic gameplay with modern polish.

Super Chibi Knight Part 1. I enjoy this game a lot. It harkens back to Legend of Zelda II for the NES. But somehow it
overcomes all of the shortcomings of that game (which was the VERY FIRST video game I ever bought.). If I have anything to
say bad about the game it is that it isn't done yet. I want more so chop chop lets see some updates and see where the story goes!.
This game is fun. If you like the 2D fighting and a bit of grinding, than you'll love this game. Only one negative that I can thing
of and that is that sometimes, you run out of quests and have no idea of what you are suposed to do or where you are suposed to
go.. A+++

This man and his young daughter have created a masterpiece.

Very accessible and charming. I like it more than Call Of Duty and Fallout.. THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED. how
do i get a refund
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This game is a love letter to the developers daughter as it seems because she voice acted the character and the main is a female
child. More importantly though it's an homage to Zelda II: The Adventure of Link from the NES days of yore...

I think Zelda II is highly under rated and one of the most challenging and fun Zelda games in the franchise... I'd even go as far
to say as I enjoy playing it more than Ocarina of Time just because of it's simplicity but for some reason Super Chibi Knight
just misses the mark in a lot of ways.

The art style isn't my cup of tea, it's a bit sloppy and childish looking but I guess that's the theme, I just wanted to try it for the
RPG / Action elements but the problem with that is, the game mechanics are really bad. Hit boxes are very sensitive in this
game and your characters reach animation is abysmal. You literally have to be micro pixels away from enemies in order to
damage them. The sensitive hit boxes is a huge issue right from the beginning, but with some over leveling you can persevere
and get through the first chapter. This however becomes a huge issue later in the game, even after you're maxed out, the
enemies can kill you in only 4 or 5 hits and their range is far superior to yours.

There are two paths through the game, Beastmaster and Sorcerer... but it's more like sword spell... The Beastmaster side of
things reminds me more of Adventure Island II and is the easier path to take through the game. The Sorcerer side (Sword Spell)
is much more reminiscent of Zelda II... which is funny because that path takes place on an Island... go figure.

A word of warning, there are many missable achievements in this game, a lot of which are convoluted and cryptic and there are
two points of no return which you are warned about before you proceed. If you don't happen to get things done in a specific
chapter, then you'll have to start a new game from the beginning and try again. From what I can remember, Zelda II allowed you
to backtrack to every area in the game so if you happened to over look something, you could always go back... this game doesn't
allow for this... it's just lazy and sloppy game design in my books.

I bought it for 2 bucks and some change, so I'd say, yeah go for it... but for an 11 dollar price tag, it's not really worth the price.
There IS a lot of replay value here if you can stomach the grind, but to beat the game skipping certain spells / abilities and not
losing a single life is a bit too much in my books... It will call for heavy levels of aspergers and OCD... as well as not having a
life... as the achievement states.

I appreciate the effort to re-create the magic that was Zelda II but Zelda II, it's not... 5 / 10. Needs a lot of fine tuning for the
battle mechanics if it's going to stand up to a game as legendary and tight as Zelda.
. Super Chibi Knight is a Zelda-like game which focuses on adventure, puzzles, and fighting baddies.

The map isn't huge, but it's densely packed with enemies, levels, quest givers, bosses, and secret areas. The enemies are brightly
colored, with a very distinct art style. Levels start out flat, but later levels add moving platforms, switches which need to be
activated by spells, and even deadly spikes.

The leveling system is very unique. There are three separate levels: Amor, Special, and Sword. You spend experience on each of
these independently. Experience requirements will only increase for the skill you're leveling. This discourages min-maxxing, and
makes it easier to level all of your skills without spending massive amounts of XP.

Super Chibi Knight is not a tough-as-nails Super Meat Boy clone. It's easy enough for young players or players who are new to
gaming to pick up the controller and jump right into the game. But it's also varied enough for older players to enjoy it as well.

Before I started, I thought that this was just going to be a remake of the original, but the introduction of The Beastmasters adds
a whole new level to the game. It's fun to run around as a tiny knight in armor. It's even more fun to ride atop a giant purple
beast which breathes fire, a large bison which charges at enemies, or a chicken which can glide.

At the time of writing, the game isn't done yet. It took me 3.5 hours to get to the end of the Alpha version, and I expect a lot
more content to be added to the game over time. The developer is actively taking feedback and constantly adding things to the
game. This is one of the few "Early Access" games which I actually expect to be finished.

If you're still on the fence about this game, check out the original Chibi Knight which was created by the same developer. Many
of the game mechanics are the same, but Super Chibi Knight feels a lot more polished and varied than its predecessor, and we
haven't even seen its final version.
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Original Chibi Knight: http://www.newgrounds.com/portal/view/526470. I played this while flying, I may have crashed and
killed 40 people, but it was fun and worth it.. Had a lot of fun with this little action/RPG. It's not super long but at least me it
was really entertaining. I like the art style and gameplay overall. Bosses were pretty easy but still fun to fight with. I highly
recommend this game.. I've been playing the very first web-browser version of the game for like 10 times. And this new version
is absolutely amazing, more boss fight, better story and much more gameplay features. Also, is the old wise man we meet at the
house to the western north the character we play in the first version?. Fantastic game! Amazing scale considering it's all in flash!
I realyl enjoyed playing during Early Access - that game has come a LONG WAY!. Cute little game, but kinda meh.. This game
took alot of hard work it was just a Father and his daughter. It's previous game Chibi Knight was also great.
This is (my opinion) 5 times better than the original you need to play the first one if you know what I mean.
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